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1.0 Introduction
The City of Geneva in cooperation with the
Cultural Arts Commission (CAC) retained the
Public Research Group, LLC in the fall of 2010 to
facilitate and craft a cultural arts needs assessment
as part of an overall process to understand the
needs of the community in cultural arts and
gauge public interest in building a cultural arts
facility. The needs assessment was envisioned
to be a critical first step in an overall direction
for cultural arts within the city and determine if
a further study should be undertaken for a new
cultural arts facility. The process devised was as
open and transparent as possible for this study.
The process, as envisioned by the Cultural Arts
Commission, relied heavily on the community
as a whole, the Cultural Arts Commission itself,
and targeted focus groups that could express
perspectives and views of the cultural arts within
the community. As a fresh planning initiative,
this needs assessment sought out to define the
essence of the arts within the City of Geneva
and provide insight into new opportunities for
programs, operations and facilities for the next
several years.

used: quantitative and qualitative. It will review
the statistical and anecdotal data gathering
techniques and discuss how statistical data has
been collected using mail, telephone, online
and email surveys. Statistical analysis of the data
will be presented in an understandable format,
using graphs, charts and tables.
This report will also show how anecdotal data
has been gathered by hosting a public listening
session, a Cultural Arts Commission visioning
session and through a focus group called
a Delphi Committee, comprised of about 8
members. Anecdotal data will be presented in
a narrative format. Together, the qualitative and
quantitative data findings will paint a picture
that should help the Cultural Arts Commission as
well as the City of Geneva elected officials set a
course for future initiatives.

This report will discuss how the data gathering
process was developed, how the data was
collected, and an analysis of that data. It will
show that two methods of data collection were
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Introduction

2.0 Cultural Arts Condition Overview
For the Tri-Cities of the Fox Valley

The first initiative to keep arts in the hearts of the
residents of Geneva was the creation of the
Cultural Arts Commission. While the commission is
active in advancing its mission, it does realize that
the future course of action for cultural arts needs
public input and community support. As with any
good organization, obtaining feedback is critical
to getting better. The tri-cities of the Fox Valley
include Batavia, Geneva and St. Charles. All of
these communities value cultural arts but have a
different outlook reflective of each community.
Of the three cities, Geneva has the most vibrant
downtown central business district that has
become over time a destination for shopping,
dining and civic activities. It would seem natural
to establish a strong cultural arts presence within
the downtown area. Much can be done to
advance arts within the central business district
to attract both non-residents to its beauty and
residents to its convenience.
Current Situation Summary
From the list of arts organizations, venues,
museums, events, programs and businesses it is
clear that the arts are well represented in the Fox
Valley Tri-Cities. Each city contains a substantial
number of stages, museums of various types, Not
For Profit organizations devoted to a wide range
of cultural, artistic, historical purposes, libraries,
and parks where arts are practiced or performed.
The lists of the various cultural categories are a
reflection of the population, with one exception.
Geneva presents by far the most events that
involve the arts directly or indirectly, while it is
third in population among the three contiguous
cities. That occurs in part because the Geneva
Cultural Arts Commission is directly responsible
for six of the events, while it actively sponsors or
supports several others.

The cities of Batavia and St. Charles contain
a facility that is used as a center devoted to
the arts. The Norris Center in St. Charles is wellestablished, while the Water Street Arts Center in
Batavia is about one year old, and in the throes
of working out its modus operandi.

The three cities, with a combined population
of approximately 80,000, if compared to, say
Asheville, NC, with a similar population, do not
emphasize the arts nearly as much—either in their
brochures or in the actual numbers of galleries,
studios, museums, or fair weather events that
take place continuously in parks and museums
and galleries and theaters. That emphasis draws
many to the city, where they frequent not only art
galleries and shops, but also businesses that are
not at all related to the art scene and increase
overnight stays.
Geneva
With eleven Not For Profit organizations, twelve
museums, theaters, parks or locations committed
to the literary, performing or fine arts, fifteen
separate major events devoted exclusively or
significantly to the arts, and eight businesses that
purvey arts or art supplies, one might conclude
that Geneva has arrived at a stage of cultural
and artistic maturity. In part that statement is
true. But, it is also clear that there is room for
improvement. Geneva has no arts center, as
opposed to its sister cities to the north and south.
While there are eight arts businesses in Geneva,
several have closed in the past two or three
years, damping the commercial vibrancy for
which Geneva has been renowned.
Art is not widely evident in the Geneva downtown
and shopping area. Art in public places has
been initiated with the installation of Rain Man
near the train station. Some few merchants
along Third Street place art in their dooryards—
notably Grahams 318. While the city possesses
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an ordinance that would support the creation
and maintenance of art in public places, and in
some major private developments as they are
built, the ordinance was passed in the Summer
of 2010.
A major attraction for shoppers and tourists is
the ambience of the area in which they come
to spend their dollars. The merchants in Geneva
cannot exist without the presence of purchasers
from outside the city. Moreover, some of their
business has been diverted to the attractive
Geneva Commons on Randall Road. It therefore
follows that the more pleasant and uniquely
art-full the entire experience of visiting Geneva
can be made, the better will be the fortunes of
the merchants of Geneva and of the town in
general.

considerable attention and many tax dollars to
the River Art District, a substantial distance from
downtown, which contains studios and galleries
in buildings that had housed industry and were
abandoned or flooded. But that district does not
supplant the many galleries, museums, theaters
and arts events in downtown Asheville.
So, while Geneva has had the wisdom to create a
Cultural Arts Commission, it needs the foresight to
capitalize on the potential for building a vibrant
arts community that will attract non-residents
to the town and its unique, piquant shopping
district.

There are facilities that could be devoted to an arts
center. The most obvious is the old Courthouse on
Third Street. Owned by the County, it houses the
overflow from the new facilities on Route 38. Its
courtrooms are ancient, dating to the era when
the building was erected. Like, for example,
the Torpedo Factory in Alexandria, it would
experience a similar renaissance if populated
with artists, studios, galleries, and performance
spaces.
The Sixth Street school building, while not centrally
located, would also be a worthy arts center.
The same is true for Coultrap School, adjacent
to the high school. Also worth mentioning is the
building where the Geneva School District offices
are located. The current City Hall was once a
building containing a theater. Were the City
offices to move to a more commodious location,
that structure could be returned to its earlier
configuration and used as an arts center.
The best place for an arts complex is in or
very near the business center of a city the
size of Geneva. Asheville, NC, has devoted
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ARTS SCAN: Geneva - St. Charles - Batavia

City

Not For Profit

Events &
Programs
15

Businesses

11

Museums &
Venues
12

Geneva
St. Charles

18

13

8

11

Batavia

6

11

3

8

Immediate
Tri-Cities Area
Totals

8

2
35

33

28

27
Table 2.1
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3.0 Cultural Arts Commission
Visioning Session
The Cultural Arts Commission gathered in early
January 2011 to participate in a visioning session
designed to explore the many different facets
surrounding the broad umbrella known as
cultural arts. The commission really expressed a
well rounded definition of what cultural arts are
to them. This includes;
•

Paintings

•

Concerts

•

Traditional arts

•

Theatre

•

Performing arts

•

Multi-cultural arts
demographics

•

Creative expressions

•

Literary arts

•

Fine arts

•

Music

•

Culinary arts

•

“Everything arts”

with

respect

to

of residents and visitors alike. It was thought that
a possible shift to focus more attention towards
families and kids would start to make a difference.
It might be wise to try a few pilot programs to
measure an effective strategy to test this new
thinking before making any major commitments.
Still, new thinking will need to be developed in
the future to broaden cultural arts initiatives and
gain an improved presence throughout the town
and the neighboring communities.
The discussion ended with the topic of funding
and the need for a new cultural arts facility. The
commission expressed a desire to be self reliant
in operations but did see the need for funding
assistance from the city to build a facility. The
capital costs would be significant for a major
construction project. The commission views
cultural arts as an investment that will lead to a
positive economic return, far more capable of
creating jobs and providing economic vitality
than any current endeavors.
The commission was asked to complete a short
questionnaire to provide additional insight into
a targeted set of questions. The following table
highlights the responses.

One of the major topics that the commission
kept coming back to centered on visibility. It is
clear from this session that the immediate future
needed to focus on marketing, promotion and
developing an identity for cultural arts in Geneva.
When asked if the current level of exposure to the
community of the commission and its programs is
sufficient, it became apparent that much more
work needs to be done in this area.
In terms of satisfaction within the community of
the cultural arts, the commission believed most
people would be satisfied if they knew what is
going on. There is a lot going on in the town but the
message and activities are not comprehensive
enough to provide a yearly presence in the lives
 | City of Geneva | Cultural Arts Commission | 2011 Cultural Arts Needs Assessment

Geneva Cultural Arts Commission Visioning Questionnaire
January 6, 2011
*(10) questionnaires answered, when numbers don’t add up to (10), either question was not answered
or both ‘yes’ and ‘no’ were circled
YES/
POSITIVE

NO/
NEGATIVE

Q1

Do you feel that the city is providing adequate arts for your
community?

1

9

Q2

Do you think that events are adequately attended?

1

9

Q3

Do you feel that the commission is doing its job?

10

0

Q4

Do you wish to expand the presence of the arts within the community?

10

0

Q5

Do you think that there is significant local competition in the arts?

5

5

Q6

Are you comfortable with the funding level for the arts in Geneva?

1

9

Q7

Would you support a public campaign for the improvement of the arts?

10

0

Q8

Do you think the city is forward thinking in terms of the arts?

4

6

Q9

In your opinion, how would you rate the overall impact the arts have
had on the city to date?

10

0

Q10

What would you like to see come out of this assessment?
Increased awareness of art programs for better attendance and offer more of what
community wants
Coordination of arts events
See more people attend events
An understanding of the unspoken desires of recipients
Clarified direction and related action
Public support for the arts
The community to develop awareness and acceptance of the arts
Support for the arts and some useful data
Bring more awareness and visibility to the arts. Coordinate art opportunity within community
Cultural Arts link to park district, city, library and chamber.

Table 3.1

The last exercise of the session was a mind mapping game to focus the commission on a five year
vision. The following graphic illustrates the group’s answers to this question.
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Mind Mapping Group Exercise

Figure 3.1
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In conclusion, the core themes that emerged
from the visioning session included;
•

Having a home is a priority and there are
many different options to be considered
other than a large, expensive new
construction.

•

Need more collaboration within the
community. This will increase exposure.

•

Cultural arts in Geneva have a visibility
issue.
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Methodology

4.0 Cultural Arts Community
Survey Findings

In December 2010, the City of Geneva Cultural Arts Commission contracted with the Public Research
Group to develop data gathering processes and analyze the findings to assess Geneva residents’
participation in cultural arts. The data gathering processes included telephone and mail surveys,
online and e-mail questionnaires, commission visioning, public listening sessions, and a Delphi
committee. The survey questionnaire is in the Appendix of this report.
The telephone survey was completed in January 2011 with 104 respondents. Mail survey responses
were completed in February 2011, with 451 received. In addition, 37 e-mail and online surveys were
received, for a total sample of 592 responses.
The data from the 104 telephone, 451 mail and 37 online and e-mail surveys have been merged
into one dataset of 592 responses. The telephone, mail and e-mail survey random samples were
drawn independently so that no one household would answer the survey more than once. With 592
responses, sample is large enough to provide a margin of error of plus or minus 4%.
The questionnaire contained both quantitative and qualitative responses. Statistical analysis is used
to present the findings for quantitative questions. Included in the analysis are tables and graphs to
aid in understanding the analysis. For qualitative responses, findings are presented as summarized
responses in tables. Analysis of qualitative responses consists of consideration of themes.

Figure 4.1
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Delphi, public meeting and board visioning findings are presented similar to qualitative questions in
the survey, in a tabular format, where themes are considered. In combination, findings from all data
sources present a picture of the sentiments of the public and commission regarding the direction
that cultural arts in Geneva should go.
Demographics
Demographic responses are important to consider because they help the Cultural Arts Commission
see whether the responses are representative of the community. Question 14 asked respondents
whether they were females or males. The script for the telephone survey asked that the youngest
male over 18 years of age in the household respond to the survey. The mail survey was not able to
solicit responses from males in the household. The following graphs and tables show the percentage
of male and females who answered the telephone, mail, online, and e-mail surveys.
All Responses by Gender:

Figure 4.2
The percentage of female respondents would have been higher than 70%, but the telephone script
attempted to lower that percentage by asking for male respondents over 18 years of age to answer
the questions. That it had some impact is shown in the following comparative graph, which also
shows the percentages of female respondents to the online and e-mail surveys.
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Responses by Female:

Figure 4.3
Breaking down the gender of respondents by data gathering methodology, the previous graph shows
that 72% of mail respondents were female, compared to 63% of telephone and 63% of online and
e-mail respondents. The graph shows that the use of telephone, online and e-mail methodologies
lowered the overall percentage of females to 70%.
Considering the ages of the respondents, the following tables show the responses to Question 15,
where respondents were asked to provide the ages of those in their households, beginning with
themselves.
Average Age of all Respondents:

First Family Member

Number Providing
Their Age

Mean

Std. Deviation

520

55.43

13.073

Std. Error Mean

.573
Table 4.1
The table shows the average age of respondents from all data gathering sources to be 55.43 years
of age. The 2010 Census data shows the median age of Geneva residents to be 37 years old. The
difference may suggest that the survey responses are skewed toward older residents, but considering
that there were no respondents under 18 years of age, it is understandable that the average age
would be higher than 37. In fact, subtracting 18 from 55.43 is about the median average of the
community.
The average age of respondents was closer to the median age of the community, once online and
e-mail data gathering was included. The following graph compares the age of mail and telephone
to online and e-mail respondents.
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Comparative Age of Respondents:

Figure 4.4
The graph shows that the overall average age of telephone respondents was 56.34 years, the average
age of mail survey respondents was 55.26 and the average age of online and e-mail respondents
was 53.33. The lower average age of online and e-mail respondents shows that using this data
gathering technique had the effect of lowering the average age slightly.
Question 13 asked how long respondents had lived in Geneva. The following graph compares the
number of years each of the data samples said they lived in the community.

How Long Respondents Have Lived in Geneva (Years):

Figure 4.5
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Interestingly, even though online and e-mail respondents were younger on average than telephone
and mail respondents, on average they lived in Geneva longer than telephone and mail respondents,
20.25 years compared to 18.02 and 16.97 years respectively.
What this table shows is that, regardless of the data gathering technique, the average length of
residency in the Geneva community is substantial. On average, the opinions of respondents are
reliable from the perspective that they have lived in the community long enough to be familiar with
its services and opportunities.
Familiarity
Questions about familiarity provide a view of the level of visibility the Cultural Arts Commission and
its programs have achieved in the community. Question 1 asked respondents if they were familiar
with the Geneva Cultural Arts Commission or its programs. Respondents were provided the options
of saying they were very familiar, somewhat familiar, or not very familiar. The familiarity responses to
Question 1 are contained in the following graph.
Familiarity with the Cultural Arts Commission or its Programs:

Figure 4.6

The graph shows that 8% of those who responded said they were very familiar with the Cultural Arts
Commission (CAC) or its programs, 39% said they were somewhat familiar, and 51% said they were
not very familiar.
Breaking down the data by category, the following graph compares how familiar telephone,
mail, and online and e-mail respondents said they were with the Cultural Arts Commission or its
programs.
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Familiarity with the Cultural Arts Commission or its Programs by Survey:

Figure 4.7

The graph shows that online and e-mail respondents were much more familiar with the Cultural Arts
Commission than telephone respondents and significantly more familiar than were mail respondents.
Among online and e-mail respondents, 38% said they were very familiar, compared to 8% of telephone
respondents and only 1% of mail respondents. 41% of online and e-mail respondents said they were
somewhat familiar, compared to 46% of telephone respondents and 13% of mail respondents. And
only 21% of online and e-mail respondents said they were not very familiar compared to 46% of
telephone respondents and 87% of mail respondents.
The differences could be attributed to the differences in the demographics of the samples, or could
be attributed to the effect of online and e-mail respondents being more self-selecting and the
telephone respondents being more compliant with phone interviewers. That is why the best measure
of familiarity is the combined average, showing 8% are very familiar, 39% are somewhat familiar, and
51% are not very familiar.
When asked through what media they heard about Geneva’s cultural arts events the graph below
shows the responses to Question 2.
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Media Through which People Hear about the Cultural Arts Commission:

Figure 4.8
The graph shows that 64% of respondents said they heard about Geneva’s cultural events through
newspaper articles, 39% by word of mouth, 36% through the quarterly newsletter, 25% through the
weekly e-mail, and 16% from the city website.
In Question 2, respondents were also permitted to say in what other media they have heard about
Geneva’s cultural arts programs. The table for their open-ended responses is presented in the
Appendix.
The table in the Appendix showing other media includes downtown banners, posters in local
businesses, and the marquee. What is clear from both the quantitative and qualitative findings
is that respondents pay attention to media messages about cultural arts programs and events in
Geneva, even though in Question 1 they indicated they were not familiar with the Geneva Cultural
Arts Commission or its programs.
General Attendance of Cultural Events
Question 3 asked respondents what type of cultural events they or someone in their households
attended. Respondents were provided a list from which to choose they attended events either in
Geneva or elsewhere. The list included art fairs, art museums, historical and science museums, dance
performances, garden walks, community and film festivals, and dramatic musical performances in
parks, concert halls and theatres.
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The following tables divide the responses into understandable categories.
Attendance at Art Museums and Fairs in Geneva vs. Elsewhere

Figure 4.9
Attendance at Science and Historical Museums in Geneva vs. Elsewhere

Figure 4.10
Attendance at Dance Performances in Geneva vs Elsewhere:

Figure 4.11
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Attendance at Garden Walks in Geneva vs Elsewhere:

Figure 4.12
Attendance at Film and Community Festivals in Geneva vs Elsewhere:

Figure 4.13
Attendance at Dramatic and Musical Performances in Geneva vs Elsewhere:

Figure 4.14
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Cultural Events Attended by Respondents:

Figure 4.15
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The graph shows that, among the most popular events respondents are community festivals in
Geneva (78%) and art fairs in Geneva (66%). But high percentages of respondents also said they
attended art museums elsewhere (60%), science museums elsewhere (60%), musical performances
in theatres elsewhere (55%), and musical performances in concert halls elsewhere (52%).
The responses to Question 3 indicate that high percentages of Geneva residents attend an array of
cultural arts events, both in and outside the community and suggest that Geneva residents are very
engaged with cultural events.
Question 3 also allowed respondents to say what workshops and cultural events they attended
that were not listed as choices. The tables for their open-ended responses are presented in the
Appendix.
The themes that emerged from the workshop table include an array of arts and crafts classes. From
the events table emerged the car show in Geneva, and an array of programs outside the community,
particularly in Chicago. For both tables, the majority of responses are items that were included in
choices for the question.
Question 4 asked how frequently respondents participated in the events in Question 3. The following
graph compares their responses.
Frequency of Attendance:

Figure 4.16

The graph shows that, of those who responded, 7% of respondents were unsure of their frequency of
attendance, 39% said they did so over 5 times last year, 21% said 4-5 times, 24% said 2-3 times, and
6% said once. These findings confirm that, Geneva residents are relatively frequent attendees of a
diverse array of cultural arts events.
Considering differences in attendance patterns based on the data collection methodologies
employed, the following graph compares telephone, mail and online and e-mail responses.
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Frequency of Attendance by Survey:

Figure 4.17
The graph shows that there are significant differences in the frequency from which telephone, mail,
and online and e-mail respondents attend local events. Online and e-mail respondents are less
frequent attendees, with 27% saying they only attended once a year, compared to 9% of telephone
and 4% of mail respondents.
Comparatively, 3% of online and e-mail respondents said they attended 2-3 times per year compared
to 30% of telephone and 24% of mail. Of those attending 4-5 times per year, only 14% of online and
e-mail said they did, compared to 21% of telephone and 24% of mail. Comparing those who say
they attended more than five times last year, 16% of online and e-mail respondents said they did,
compared to 30% of telephone and 43% of mail.
The findings suggest that mail survey respondents were the highest attenders, and online and e-mail
respondents were the lowest, something that the Public Research Group finds counter-intuitive.
Attendance at Local Events
Question 5 asked which of the events respondents planned to attend in Geneva this year. Respondents
were provided a list of events from which to choose. The following graph shows the percentages of
respondents who said they planned to attend Geneva events.
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Local Events Respondents Plan to Attend:

Figure 4.18
The graph shows that 70% of respondents said they planned to attend the Festival of the Vine, 67%
said they planned to attend the Geneva Art Fair, 63% said they planned to attend the Swedish Days
Concert, and 58% said they planned to attend the Christmas walk and tree lighting.
The findings suggest that the cultural events in Geneva are very popular, with substantial percentages
of residents planning to attend each. The findings also show which events may need more media
attention to increase attendance.
Satisfaction
Question 6 asked respondents to characterize their satisfaction with the cultural arts events in
Geneva. Respondents were provided choices of responding they were very satisfied, somewhat
satisfied, neutral, and dissatisfied. The following graph compares their choices.
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Satisfaction with Events:

Figure 4.19
The graph shows that 73% of respondents were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied, 25% were neutral
and 2% were dissatisfied. These percentages suggest that the public is generally satisfied with cultural
events in Geneva, but there is always room for improvement.
New Activities or Events
Question 7 asked respondents if there are enough cultural activities in Geneva now, what activities
are missing or would they like to see more often. Respondents were provided the opportunity to
offer their ideas about new activities or events.
The table summarizing telephone, mail, online and e-mail open ended responses is contained in
the Appendix of this report. The table shows many responses were about more music concerts,
particularly jazz, classical music and other easy listening types of performances. There were also
suggestions that local art show opportunities be provided so that local artists can show their work.
The findings suggest a certain level of interest in expanding the existing cultural art events, based on
the sheer number of suggestions.
Support of the Arts
Question 8 asked if respondents had supported cultural arts activities in the past, and if so, did they
do so as a donor, a volunteer or an attendee. Respondents were permitted to select more than
one choice, say that they did not support the arts at all or they were not sure. The following graph
compares the responses of all respondents.
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Support for the Arts:

Figure 4.20
The graph shows that 81% of respondents were supporters of the arts as attendees, 19% as volunteers,
16% as donors, 11% not at all, and 3% were not sure. The findings confirm that Geneva residents
support the arts, particularly as attendees, but also as donors based on the evidence that 16% have
supported the arts as donors in the past. Whether that translates into respondents being donors in
the future will be explored in Question 12.
A Cultural Arts Facility
Question 9 asked whether Geneva should have a cultural arts facility. The question was introduced
to see, without previous discussion, whether the community might be interested in the concept. The
following graph shows the percentages who said it should, it should not or that they were not sure.
Support for an Arts Facility:

Figure 4.21
The graph shows the highest percentage of respondents, 51%, are not sure if Geneva should have a
cultural arts facility, that 28% think Geneva should have a cultural arts facility, and 21% are opposed
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to the idea. The findings suggest that those supporting and opposing the idea are fairly evenly
split.
Question 10 pursued the cultural arts facility concept by asking all respondents what amenities they
would support in a cultural arts facility. Respondents were provided the choice of saying they would
like to see an art exhibit center, a performing arts theatre, a children’s theatre, a dinner theatre
banquet facility, meeting or classrooms, an outdoor theatre, that they didn’t care or that they
opposed the idea. The following graph shows the responses of everyone answering the question.
Preferred Amenities in an Arts Facility:

Figure 4.22
The graph shows what amenities in an arts facility might contain are considered, 16% opposed the
idea, 46% favored a performing arts theatre, 38% an art exhibit center, and 35% meeting or class
rooms.
Six percent of respondents said they opposed the facility in Question 10 and 21% said they opposed
the idea in Question 9. To determine whether these are the same respondents for both questions,
the following table shows the correlation between the responses to Question 9, that they didn’t think
Geneva should have a cultural arts facility, and the responses to Question 10, that they didn’t favor
any amenities because they opposed the facility.

No (Q9)

None (Q10)

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-Tailed)
N

Pearson Correlation
Sig. (2-Tailed)
N
(** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level ‘2-tailed’)

No (Q9)

None (Q10)

1

.726 **
.000
579

580
.726 **
.000
579

1
579
Table 4.2
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The correlational analysis shows two things. The first is that, since the Pearson Correlation is high at
.726, the survey instrument is a reliable measurement tool. The second is that the coefficient shows
that in 72.6% of the cases, the respondents who said they opposed a cultural arts facility in Question
9 did not select any amenities in Question 10.
Preferred Amenities in an Arts Facility by Respondents ‘Not Sure’ Report

Figure 4.23
The findings suggest that a few of those opposing the arts facility in Question 9 actually selected
an amenity in Question 10, and that most of those unsure respondents in Question 9 selected an
amenity in Question 10. The following graph employs independent samples t-testing to confirm that
hypothesis.
The graph shows that, most of those who said they were not sure if they think Geneva should have a
cultural arts facility, supported amenities in the facility. Only 18% said they didn’t care and 4% that
they opposed the idea in Question 10. The findings suggest that most of those who said they were
undecided might be in favor of a facility.
Cultural Arts Facility Preferences
Question 11 asked respondents, if Geneva were to establish a cultural arts facility, how would they
prefer the City do so? The choices respondents were provided included building a new facility,
renting space, sharing usage, renovating an existing building, and of course, that they were not
sure.
Presumably, respondents opposing a cultural arts facility would be inclined to skip Question 11, but
not all of them did. The following graph compares respondents’ choices, considering that almost all
respondents only selected a single option.
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How They Prefer it be Done:

Figure 4.24
The graph shows that only 6% of respondents favored a newly constructed facility, compared to 34%
who favored renovating an existing building, 21% who favored shared usage, and 9% who favored
renting space. Of those responding to the question, 30% were not sure.
Question 11 was an opportunity for respondents to suggest what existing building respondents might
be a candidate for renovation. The table of their responses is contained in the Appendix of this
study.
The themes that emerged from the open-ended responses to Question 11 included the old Post
Office, the old schools on 4th or 7th streets, the old bank building and store fronts. Suggestions were
also made to use the current library when it moves to its new facility.
Potential Donors
Question 12 asked respondents if they would be willing to donate toward a cultural arts facility, and
if so, how much. Respondents were permitted choices of $100 to $500, $501 to $1,000, $1,001 to
$5,000, and over $5,000. They were also permitted to say they would not be willing to donate or that
they were not sure. The following graph shows the percentages of respondents who selected one
of the choices.
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Willingness to Donate for an Arts Facility:

Figure 4.25
The graph shows that only 29% of respondents were sure they would not be willing to donate anything
at all, 23% said they would be willing to donate $100 to $500, 1% would donate $501 to $1,000 and 1%
would donate $1000 to $5000. No one said they would be willing to donate over $5,000.
The percentage of those not willing to donate anything toward a cultural arts facility is higher than
the percentage of respondents who said they did not favor a cultural arts facility in Question 9. But it
would be hypothesized that, in many cases, they would be the same people. To test that hypothesis,
correlation was applied again, correlating those not favoring a cultural arts center in Question 9
to those opposing donating to a cultural arts center in Question 12, the following table shows the
coefficient
No (Q9)
No (Q9)

Nothing at All (Q12)

Pearson Correlation 1
Sig. (2-Tailed)
N
580

Pearson Correlation .553 **
Sig. (2-Tailed)
.000
N
580
(** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level ‘2-tailed’)

Nothing at All (Q12)
.553 **
.000
580
1
580
Table 4.3

The Pearson Correlation of .553 is high suggesting there is a strong relationship between the variables
and that most of those unwilling to donate towards a cultural arts facility and, in 55.3% of the time,
are the same people as those who oppose the initiative in the first place.
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Open-ended Comments
Question 16 permitted respondents to make open-ended comments they thought would be helpful.
These comments are presented in the Appendix of this study in summary formats.
Review of the summary comments shows there are about an equal number of complimentary
statements and statements encouraging the City to not raise taxes. There are also restatements of
suggestions for new activities made in Question 7. Overall, the comments are somewhat similar to
those heard throughout the input process.
Findings Summary
The combined data collection methodologies were blended into one data set to represent the
demographic profile of the Geneva community. In this draft of the analysis of the data received from
combined telephone, mail, online and e-mail surveys, findings show that there are different levels
of familiarity with the Cultural Arts Commission and its events as well as frequency of attendance to
cultural arts in general, depending on which data collection methodology was employed.
There were also differences in the age of respondents from different data collection methodologies,
with the average age of online and e-mail respondents being lower. But in combination, the data
provided a representative view of community sentiment.
The data showed the media to which Geneva residents paid the most attention, with newspaper
publicity the most important outlet. The data showed Geneva residents are frequent patrons of
the arts, attending events in Geneva and elsewhere. Within Geneva events, the data showed that
festivals are most frequently attended. The data also showed that residents are generally satisfied
with Geneva events.
Regarding a cultural arts facility, the data showed residents are generally supportive of the provision
of amenities within a cultural arts facility, with 34% preferring that a facility be a renovated existing
structure and 21% a shared use facility. To support a cultural arts facility, 23% of respondents said
they would be willing to donate between $100 and $500.
There was a consistent level of opposition to a cultural arts facility, 20-30% of respondents saying they
did not think a facility was necessary, they did not prefer any amenities in a facility, nor would they
donate to it. There were also a number of adamant open-ended responses to not increase taxes
for a facility.
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5.0 Delphi Committee Findings
The Committee
Delphi committees are similar to focus groups, with the exception that they do not represent a
specific user or interest group needs or concerns. Rather, it is a focus group that represents the
community as a whole.
The Delphi committee for this study was comprised of eight distinguished members of the Geneva
community, all of whom are engaged in public endeavors. For the sake of this study, they will remain
anonymous.
The mission of the committee was to review preliminary survey findings and determine if there was a
compelling need for a cultural arts facility and if so, what would be the best approach in creating
one. If a facility is not feasible in the near future, how can any unmet cultural art needs of Geneva
residents be supported?
The Meeting
The Delphi Committee met on Monday April 4, 2011 at the Sunset Recreation Center in Geneva at
8:30 am, scheduled to take no more than two hours. Serving as a facilitator was a representative
from the Public Research Group, Dave Emanuelson, and the chair of the Geneva Cultural Arts
Commission (CAC), Tim Vetang. Dave’s role was to inform the committee what its role would be
and present preliminary survey findings to the committee. Tim’s role was to answer any questions
that the committee might have along its way of considering the issues.
Study Findings Presented to the Committee
Preliminary findings were presented that about 80% of Geneva residents participated in cultural
arts programs, either in Geneva or somewhere else. The study showed that about 25% of residents
participated in activities specifically operated by the Geneva Cultural Arts Commission, and 70% in
community festivals and activities.
The study also showed that 28% of survey respondents said they would like to see a cultural arts
facility, 21% opposed it and 51% were undecided. The study also showed the community was fairly
evenly divided among its preferences for cultural arts facility amenities and that the least preferred
method of developing a facility would be to build a new building and the most preferred option
would be shared usage with another organization or renovating an existing building. Finally, the
study showed that about 20% of respondents would donate between $100 and $500 for the facility.
Issues Considered
The Delphi committee considered the preliminary findings and concluded that it agreed that
building a new structure was impractical as well as the renovation and operation of an existing
building was also not feasible. At this time, The Cultural Arts Commission or City of Geneva would
need to assemble capital and operating resources that were beyond that which the Cultural Arts
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Commission currently has and that the $100 to $500 donated by 20% of Geneva households would
not be sufficient to cover those expenditures.
Solutions Offered
The Delphi committee suggested alternative solutions to meet the cultural needs of Geneva residents
to support the current array of programs offered by the Cultural Arts Commission. The solutions
included the Cultural Arts Commission should:
•

Create networks and partnerships that would utilize underused space in existing facilities.

•

Develop a Cultural Arts Commission logo and branding identity that could be used in cosponsoring events.

•

Create a more effective web presence.

•

Try to bring continuity to Cultural Arts Commission activities for marketing purposes, making
access to tickets and information more user friendly.

•

Consider creating a part time Cultural Arts Commission staff position that would be paid by
fundraising efforts, to help coordinate facility needs, branding efforts and the co-sponsoring of
events.

•

Avoid duplication of services in these efforts so as not to lose the support of the community,
recognizing that partnerships require a quid pro quo.

Conclusions
The Delphi committee suggested that one of the issues is that the Cultural Arts Commission might find
itself unable to focus on its big picture issues because the attention that members need to pay to
the details of running the individual events that are under its stewardship. A staff position to attend
to event details should change that.
The committee suggested that it may take years to do so, but eventually the Cultural Arts Commission
may be in a position to operate a facility, but first it would need to build an organizational structure
and the financial means of supporting a facility. At this time, there are other issues that need the
Cultural Arts Commission’s attention.
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6.0 Public Listening Session
The primary goal of most planning initiatives is to seek resident input on the topic being studied. The
focus of this needs assessment was to gain the pulse of the community in terms of cultural arts within
Geneva. The research team used several methods to gain this insight including holding a public
listening session to gathering ideas and allowing residents to express their feelings on the arts.
The Cultural Arts Commission (CAC) hosted a public meeting on March 22, 2011 within the City of
Geneva and had seventeen people in attendance. In the course of the discussions throughout the
night, several themes emerged from the dialogue. These included;
•

The goal of building cultural arts facility has been discussed over the years. This is not a new
idea in the community.

•

The Cultural Arts Commission and the City of Geneva will need to measure the advantages
and disadvantages of developing potential partnerships such as the one discussed in the
past with the local high school.

•

If the facility is developed through partnerships, make sure it is open to the community.

•

Keep rental costs affordable for local performers. Many times the costs are set too high as a
priority to draw in big name acts that generate big income for the facility.

•

The western suburbs are rich with cultural arts with many regional facilities. The focus of a
facility for Geneva needs to be locally based.

•

The vision of the facility needs to be defined. Please think beyond just a theatre. We need a
place to showcase all forms of the arts. All the arts, music, theatre and visual are important
for a successful cultural arts scene.

•

Art is popular with children and needs to be considered in the future.

•

Any facility should capitalize on downtown Geneva. It is a destination and a draw.

The general message coming from the residents that attended stressed that all the arts are in need for
space and that it should service the local Geneva community. A new facility has been talked about
but the consensus of the group was that it might not be feasible without significant partnerships.
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7.0 Conclusions
The input received from all the different sources gives us insight into the life of cultural arts with
the city. A major question that was viewed as an essential outcome of this study was to know
the likelihood of support to build a new cultural arts facility. A second question was to develop
an understanding to the future of cultural arts in general within the city. This includes the types of
events attended, satisfaction of those events and how familiar residents were with the Cultural Arts
Commission (CAC).
The conclusions of this needs assessment give the Cultural Arts Commission much information to
share to both the community and the elected officials. The support for a new cultural arts facility is
not apparent at this time. The general focus seems to be a push for awareness of the Cultural Arts
Commission through internal organization enhancements and an external marketing campaign.
The possibility of having a dedicated administrative space for the arts did show some light as a
way to provide an outlet for the community to know more about the Cultural Arts Commission and
it’s programs. Geneva residents are frequent patrons of the arts and are generally satisfied with
the local events. The funding for major initiatives should not rely on tax increases. The exploration
of partnerships has merit for the future endeavors. There are many opportunities to continually
improve cultural arts in the City of Geneva, just do it in a cost effective way.
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8.0 Appendix
City of Geneva
Public Listening Session
Cultural Arts Needs Assessment Notes
Meeting held on 3/22/11
Total of 17 people attended. (See sign in sheet)
General notes/topic covered on targeted discussion areas:
•

Welcome and introductions

•

Short PowerPoint presentation on preliminary survey findings

•

Floor opened up for discussion

•

Has there been a decision made on a building? The topic of a cultural arts center is not a
new one in and around town. It appears that in the past a movement to work with the high
school had momentum three years ago.

•

The CAC and the City of Geneva will need to measure the advantages and disadvantages
of working with potential partnerships such as the high school.

•

If the facility is a partnership, make sure it is open to the community.

•

Keep rental costs affordable for local performers. Many times the costs are set high as a
priority to draw in big names that generate big income for the facility.

•

The western suburbs are rich with cultural arts with many regional facilities. The focus of a
facility for Geneva needs to be locally based.

•

The vision of the facility needs to be defined.

•

A good example of a local facility is the Hinsdale Cultural Center.

•

Please think more than just a theatre. We need a place to show local artwork.

•

There are many performing arts groups in the area without a home.

•

If an auditorium is to be built, a good model would be an 850 seat theatre.

•

Visual arts is lacking in this community. The performing arts seems to have an advantage
over other types at the current moment.
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•

Art is popular with kids.

•

There was discussion about Grandquist and its relationship with the high school.

•

All the arts, music, theatre and visual are important for a successful cultural arts scene.

•

The future building will need to have rehearsal space, gallery space and multi-function
space.

•

Children and the arts is a very important aspect to be considered.

•

A successful group is Rising Star which is a performance theatre and needs a stage to call
home.

•

Partnerships are always going to be important.

•

A new facility is going to have to reflect the community.

•

There is a strong sense that a new facility needs to tie into a partnership with the school.

•

Performing arts is more capital intensive while visual arts are more affordable to construct.

•

Elementary school art displayed at school and city hall. It needs more exposure.

•

Any facility should capitalize on downtown Geneva. It is a destination and a draw.

•

A few key targets include;
Having a space and giving life to programs
Starting small is a good idea
Geneva needs to partner with Batavia and St. Charles. There is so much potential in
special events
The Shaw Festival in Stratford, Canada is a good example
The Pippen Theatre in Evanston is a school renovation done well and is successful
What about 6th Street School?
Do not forget the literature arts

•

There is a need for rehearsal space. Maybe build a small auditorium that can be for rehearsal
and small groups and then partner for larger performances.
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•

Cannot count on government funding (School/city)

•

Some kids have never been to an art museum. It would be great to have something local to
keep costs down.

•

Many performances are sold out at the local High School. It is that well done.

•

It is important for cultural arts to have its own space.

•

Tourism is important. Should it be a goal and could it be a funding mechanism.

•

Metra trains is a great asset to get people to come and go easily in the downtown area for
events.
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Geneva Cultural Arts Commission
Cultural Arts Needs Assessment
Sign In Sheet
Name

Address

Phone Number

1. Mary McLaughlin

456 3rd Street

630-232-9915

2. Nan Waterstreet

19040 Harmony Road
Marengo 60152

847-650-1059

4. Janice Schmuckal

28 N Fourth

630-845-9673

5. Patricia Tkach

1121 Sunset

630-208-1161

6. Sue Bowman

1781 Eaglebrook

232-0701

7. Carolyn Hill

1855 Southampton

232-8313

8. Lei & Al O.

125 7th Street

208-1850

3. Mary Ann D.

9. Tom Jassoy		

631-6129

10.Chuck Brown

607 West Lane

232-7255

11. Nancy Hanna

304 Oakwood Drive

708-860-1785

12. Doug Holzrichter

1602 Bunker

630-232-0325
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City of Geneva
Cultural Arts Commission

Cultural Arts Study
Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey. Please return it in the enclosed envelope with your
utility payment to the City of Geneva at 22 S. First Street, Geneva, IL 60134 at your earliest convenience. If you
pay online, please use the envelope to return the survey. We appreciate you paying the return postage. It is a
great help to the Cultural Arts Commission. Feel free to call us at 630-232-7494 if you have any questions.
1.

How familiar are you with the Geneva Cultural Arts Commission or its programs?
Very Familiar

2.

3.

Somewhat Familiar

Not Very Familiar

Through what media do you hear about Geneva’s cultural arts events? (Please check all that apply.)
Word of Mouth

Newspaper Articles

City Website

Weekly Geneva E-mail

Quarterly Newsletter from
the City

Other (Please Specify) ____________

In which of the following cultural events do you or someone in your household attend, either in Geneva or
somewhere else? Please check the appropriate responses.
Geneva

Elsewhere

Geneva

Elsewhere

Visit Art Fairs
Attend Community Festivals
Visit Art Museums
Attend Film Festivals
Visit Historical Museums
Attend Dramatic & Musical Performances in the Park
Visit Science Museums
Attend Musical Performances in Concert Halls
Attend Dance Performances
Attend Musical Performances in Theatres
Attend Garden Walks
Attend Dramatic Performances in Theatres
Attend Workshops or Classes (Please Specify What Type)
Other Cultural Events (Please Specify)
4.

In total, how often did you attend the events in the previous question during the last year?
Once

5.

2-3 times

4-5 times

Over 5 times

I’m not sure

Which of the following events do you plan to attend in Geneva this year?
The Steeple Walk
Snow Sculpting
Dancing with Geneva Stars
Shakespeare in the Park
The Christmas Walk & Tree Lighting
The Folk Festival
Island Park Films
First Fridays

The Film Festival
The Geneva Art Fair
The Geneva Underground Playhouse
The Christmas House Walk
Swedish Days Concert
Festival of the Vine
River Park Concerts
Other (Please Specify)

Please answer the questions on the reverse side of this page.
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6.

How would you characterize your overall satisfaction with the cultural events in Geneva?
Very Satisfied

Somewhat Satisfied

Neutral

Dissatisfied

7.

If you do not think there are enough cultural arts activities in Geneva, what activities or events do you feel are
missing or would you like to see more often?

8.

How have you supported cultural arts activities in the past? (Please check all that apply)
As a Donor

9.

As a Volunteer

As an Attendee

Not at All

I’m not sure

Do you think Geneva should have a cultural arts facility?
Yes

No

I’m not Sure

10. Which of the following amenities would you support in a cultural arts facility? (Please check all that apply)
An Art Exhibit Center
A Performing Arts Theatre
A Children’s Theatre
A Dinner Theatre Banquet Facility
11.

12.

Meeting or Class Rooms
An Outdoor Theatre
I Don’t Really Care
None, I Would Oppose a Cultural Arts Facility

If Geneva were to establish a cultural arts facility, how would you prefer the City do so?
Build a New Facility

Rent Space

Share Usage

I’m Not Sure

Renovate an Existing Building (Please Specify Which Building) ________
____________________________________________________________

How much would you be willing to donate towards a cultural arts facility?
$100-500

$501-1,000

$1,001-5,000

Over $5,000

13.

How long have you lived in the City of Geneva? _________ Years

14.

Are you a female or male?
Female

Nothing

I’m not sure

Male

15.

Beginning with yourself, what are the ages of those in your household?

16.

Please make any comments that you think would be helpful.

Thank you for your time and effort to return your completed survey to us at your earliest convenience.
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City of Geneva
Cultural Affairs Commission
Telephone Survey Script
Good evening, my name is Kim. I'm calling on behalf of the City of Geneva Cultural Affairs
Commission. We are not selling anything or asking for donations. This is a telephone survey about
cultural affairs in the City of Geneva. It will only take about 10 minutes.
In order to make sure we talk with all kinds of people we don't always interview the person who
answers the phone. May I speak with the youngest adult male over 18 years of age who is at home
right now?

If the respondent declines to participate, apologize for bothering them and terminate the
survey. If they cooperate, proceed.

INTERVIEWER CODE WITHOUT READING:
PLEASE INDICATE IF YOU ARE SPEAKING TO:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A MAN WHO ANSWERED PHONE
A MAN WHO CAME TO THE PHONE
A WOMAN WHO ANSWERED PHONE
A WOMAN WHO CAME TO THE PHONE

Before we begin let me assure you that all of your responses are confidential. Please consider
all members of your household when completing this survey.

1. How familiar are you with the Geneva Cultural Arts Commission or its programs?
____ very familiar

___ somewhat familiar

___ not very familiar

2. Through what media do you learn about Geneva’s cultural arts events? (please check all
that apply)
___ word of mouth ___ newspaper articles ___ City website ___ weekly Geneva email
___ quarterly newsletter from the city
___other (please specify)_______________________________
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3. In which of the following cultural events do you or someone in your household attend, either
in Geneva or somewhere else? Please check the appropriate responses.

Geneva

___
___
___
___
___
___
___
___

Elsewhere

Geneva

Elsewhere

___ visit art fairs
___
___ attend community festivals
___ visit art museums
___
___ attend film festivals
___ visit historical museums
___
___ attend dramatic and musical performances in the park
___ visit science museums
___
___ attend musical performances in concert halls
___ attend dance performances
___
___ attend musical performances in theatres
___ attend garden walks
___
___ attend dramatic performances in theatres
___ attend workshops or classes (please specify what type)______________________________
___ other cultural events (please specify) ____________________________________________

4. In total, how often did you attend the events in the previous question during the last year?
___ once

5.

___ 2-3 times

___ 4-5 times

___ over 5 times

___ I’m not sure

In which of the following events do you plan to attend in Geneva this year?
___ the Steeple Walk
___ Snow Sculpting
___ Dancing with Geneva Stars
___ Shakespeare in the Park
___ The Christmas Walk & Tree Lighting
___ Festival of the Vine
___ The Folk Festival
___ Island Park Films

___ the Film Festival
___ the Geneva Art Fair
___ the Geneva Underground Playhouse
___ the Christmas House Walk
___ Swedish Days Concerts
___ First Fridays
___ River Park Concerts
___ other (please specify) _______________________
_______________________

6. How would you characterize your overall satisfaction with the cultural events in Geneva?
___ very satisfied ___ somewhat satisfied

___ neutral

___ dissatisfied

7. If you do not think there are enough cultural arts activities in Geneva, what activities or events
do you feel are missing or would you like to see more often?
_______________________________________________________________________________
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8. How have you supported cultural arts activities in the past? (please check all that apply)
___ as a donor

___ as a volunteer

___ as an attendee

___ not at all

___ I’m not sure

9. Do you think Geneva should have a cultural arts facility?
___ Yes

___ No

___ I’m not sure

10. Which of the following amenities would you support in a cultural arts facility?
___ an art exhibit center
___ a performing arts theatre
___ a children’s theatre
___ a dinner theatre banquet facility

___ meeting or class rooms
___ an outdoor theatre
___ I don’t really care
___ None, I would oppose a cultural arts facility

11. If Geneva were to establish a cultural arts facility, how would you prefer the City do so?
___ build a new facility
___________________
___ rent space

___ renovate an existing building (please specify which building)
___ share usage

___ I’m not sure

12. How much would you be willing to donate towards a cultural arts facility?
___ $100-500

___ $501-1,000

___ $1,001- 5,000

___ over $5,000

13. How long have you lived in the City of Geneva?

___ nothing

___ I’m not sure

_____ Years

14. Are you a female or male?
_____ female

_____ male

15. Beginning with yourself, what are the ages of those in your household?
_____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____ _____

16. Please make any comments that you think would be helpful.
______________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your time. We really appreciate it.
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Open Ended Responses
Question 2: Other Media
Ads in town stores
Advertising at local businesses
Alas, no longer receive Sun or Republican even
thought we live in city center
Banners
Banners on street lights
Chamber of commerce website
City Facebook site
Dancing with the Geneva Stars
Drive by signs/banners
Electric bill
Facebook
Flyers
Friend in advertising
Friends
Geneva Arts Magazine
Geneva marquee
Geneva Patch
Geneva Patch.com
Husband
I am a volunteer for CAC events
Lamp post banners
Library
Local web newspaper
Mailings?
Marquee on the closed Theatre
Marquee
Mary Bencini
Neighbors of Geneva community magazine
Never hear or see
None elderly 90 yrs old
None of the preceding
On site
Personal email
Posted local advertisements
Posters
Posters fliers
Posters/handouts
School district, park district, library, senior center
Sign in town

Signage
Signs around town
Signs posted in downtown establishments
Signs/posters around town
Space on marquee
Specific events for fundraising
Street banners.
Supporter
This mailing
This survey
Television
Water bill

Question 3: Workshop Classes
Art
Art and craft classes
Art classes
Art Classes
Art classes at Water Street Studios, Fitness classes
at park district
Art classes by Andre Burchette
Art speakers
Art-non credit
Arts
Athletic, music
Beading, dancing, bridge
Beading, felting, needlework
Book discussions
Ceramics
Children’s art workshops
Classes for seniors- never miss the Geneva House
Walk
Computers
Continuing education
Cooking
Cooking
Cooking, art
Cooking, cheese-making
craft
Crafts, exercise
Dance
Dance and art
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Dance classes
Dancing
Delnor wellness/school district
Eco-spirituality
Education related
Elburn
Exercise
Fermi Lab
Financial, art classes
Fine arts classes in Downer’s Grove
Fine Line
Floral classes
Fox Valley Assoc of AIC
Garden classes
Garden related
Gardening
Gardening classes
Gardening, crafts
Glass workshop
GPD
Historical society presentations
Historical society, library
Job related
Kane County Naturalist
Kids art
Kids art classes
Language
Machine knitting
Mosaic
Music
Music history
Music, art
Music, drama, travel
Music/guitar/vocal
Oil painting classes
Painting
Painting classes- Fine Line
Painting classes- Waubonsee
Painting/cooking
Park district classes
Photography
Photography
Pottery class
Quilting

Retirement seminar
Second City writing
Senior center (Wheeler Park)
Sports classes
St. Charles writers group
STC sculptures in Millennium Park
Swedish, technical related
The Fine Line
Various senior centers
Various types
Visual arts/crafts
Watercolor
Welding
Wnter workshops craft oriented
Woodworking
Writing classes, workshops and art classes for
kids.
Yoga
Yoga
Yoga film
Yoga, writing

Question 5: Other Events
Architectural tour & neighborhood bike tours in
Chicago; Second City
Art excursion trips
Art galleries in NY and Chicago
Art shows.
Awareness events, i.e. jump rope, for heart, aids
walk
Basketball games
Bike race
Bike
race
on
third,
student
outdoor
performances
Both the MCA and Art Institute have events for
members
Car show
Car shows
Car shows, ethnic festivals, art shows & exhibits,
library & park district events
Chicago Symphony, Drury Lane, Lyric Opera
Children’s museum
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Christmas walk
Concerts at Millenium Park & Dance lessons
Concerts, ballet, theatre
Concerts, operas, theatre
Concourse de’Elegance
CSO Theatre, Lyric Opera
CSO/theatre/Lyric Opera
Dancing with the Geneva Stars
Elgin Symphony
Environments, world affair book groups.
Events involving art students at various levels
Family events
Fine art gallery
Food festivals
Friends of Fabyan events
Geneva Concours d’Elegance
GHS Jazz Concert (Feb.) & guest jazz band
Goodman- Speel Beam
Historical walks
History center talks & walks
History lectures and re-enactments
House tours, antique shows
House walks, library travel lectures
Kane County Genealogical Society
Metropolitan opera
New Orleans
North Central College in Naperville- theatre
Open studios, galleries in New York and Chicago
(galleries, not SHOPS), poetry readings.
Paramount- Hemmens- ECC
Plays
Poetry Readings, Art Gallery Walks
Poetry/literary readings at bookstores & libraries
Quilt shows
Quilt shows, fabric fairs, and bead shows
Shopping in art stores that carry art for the
emotionally disturbed.
The Christmas Walk in Glen Ellyn & tree lighting in
Geneva
Use City of Chicago
Visit historical places

Question 7: What Activities or Events are Missing
A lecture series on serious topics by qualified
people/scholars.
A performing arts center/art gallery would be
a logical next step in Geneva’s growth (both
physical and cultural growth)
A place where garage bands could practice;
an art league like the DuPage Art League, with
place for visual artists to meet, learn, share, &
show their work.
A theme each summer such as decorated
bicycles, painted cows, etc.
Additional kids performing arts activities
Additional musical concerts
An art center with permanent art collection &
visiting exhibits in a building with space for art
classes. Also, exhibits of artists living/working in
the Fox Valley.
Architectural tour of Geneva’s historical
buildings
Art demos
Art fair, garden, horticultural fairs
Art lectures, indoor concerts- needs to be
handicapped accessible for my family member.
Art shows- music on the street.
Arts& crafts during weekends, not weekdays of
Swedish Days.
Believe we should promote what we have vs.
expand to new.
Children’s choir.
Children’s theater
Children’s
theatre
productions,
musical
presentations by visiting artists like the Irish Tenors
Choir- classical music
Christmas & orchestra concerts
Classical music
Classical music concerts
Classical music concerts; contemporary dance
performances.
Classical music events- not the junk you
showcase.
Classical music/choirs
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Classical string quartets, small classical groups
Concerts in the park
Craft shows- homemade, not imported pieces.
Dramatic performances
Ethnic variety, less focus on shopping, more on community
Event like Leadville Colorado in skijoring- January of February
Exhibitions of local artists
Feels there are enough cultural activities in Geneva. However, feels specific events are not well
publicized (what are Steeple Walk, Underground Theatre, and First Fridays?)
Film festivals
Garden walks
Geneva Concours Auto Show is a great event. Please continue
Geneva has a lot going on.
Get creative. How about music on the courthouse lawn?
Give the high school an active roll in cultural arts.
Hands on cooking classes, wine tasting
I actually didn’t know about any of these events! If you made the information about these events
more accessible, I would be excited to participate.
I feel there are enough cultural events.
I really enjoy what you offer now, I am sure if you think of anything it will be great...I am satisfied with
all the events at present.
I tend to go to downtown Chicago because I prefer the city for these events.
I think Geneva does a good job overall for the size of community.
I think we do a great job for a city of our size.
I think you are doing the best you can with your resources...just hope that the community can find a
way to expand activities
I was a member of the space committee formed to outline the mission of an Arts Commission. We
put a lot of emphasis on the need to support more visual arts in Geneva knowing that many area
venues present a rich offering of performing arts. I see no action.
I would like to see a monthly event with reduced pricing for getting 12 months, 6 months or 4 month
packages.
I would like to see the best quality in whatever we do.
I would love to find a place to have Ravinia type music/dance venue with food, beverages and
alcohol...it is the perfect town to do this in and draw from...
I would really like to see an art center for all ages and a variety of quality classes.
I’d like to see a destination small theatre that would bring in outside dollars- like a Drury Lane or
Marriott Lincolnshire where people subscribe,
I’m not sure.
Indoor concerts, films and lectures.
International Fair (food, art, music)
It would be convenient, but not necessarily realistic, to have more theatre here.
It would be nice to have more nationally known entertainers at the River Park concert. Make it
similar to Ravinia Park but smaller.
Jazz concerts/dinner theatre
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Jazz/blues concerts- more music with vendors, etc. Celebrate other ethnic or special event, not just
Swedish- the population is changing.
Juliet’s weekend
Jump rope for heart or hoops for heart, dance-a-thon, story time in the park, art exhibits showing
News & upcoming artists, like a gallery
Kids activities
Live music in local pubs.
More at Island Park; such a good place for kids and adult; such as concerts, movies & plays
More bands for younger teens
More children’s events
More church concerts
more concerts
More concerts
More dance performances for public or students in classes.
More drama
More events of different ethnicities should be represented other than Swedish. Example: Greek or
Italian.
More fairs or festivals. More music
More fine art events, exhibitions,
More independent films, more theatre, professional art classes
More jazz, rock & blues concerts (Blues on the Fox in Aurora is a great fest)
More local artwork displays throughout the city
More music performances in summer
More music, especially chamber music & recitals; more Shakespeare. More of everything basically.
More musical concerts
More outdoor music events
More outdoor sculpture, murals, etc. More outdoor music- but not just crummy tribute bands; how
about blues or jazz?
More small concerts (the churches seem available) like the Steeple Walk and Riverside Park.
More theatre; jazz festivals
musical events
Musical events, art workshops
None
Opera concerts, arcadium, entertain famous groups locally
Operas, plays
Performances by Wheaton Symphony Orchestra or DuPage Symphony Orchestra
Performing arts
Perhaps more literary offerings
Plays, car shows, theatre experiences for adults and children, including workshops for different age
groups as well as dramas, comedies, and old standards, and new.
Please keep Geneva Concour- great event.
Professional quality theatre as opposed to community theatre
Promoting plays
Quality films like those at the Glen Arts Theater
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Shakespeare in the park is good
Speaker series
Stronger fine arts presence. Could artists in residence happen in Campana Building?
The whole area has far more than is needed and can even be attended.
Theatre/musicals & kids theatre
There are enough cultural arts in Geneva. No more events or activities in Geneva unless privately
funded not by taxpayers.
They make it hard to get around and do the things I normally need to do. What % of attendance is
local and what outsider? I feel they’re trying to turn Geneva into the Dells.
Too many now
Unsure, maybe more Art Shows
We desperately need a large outdoor music/concert venue such as a mini-Ravinia - I think Geneva
would support it.
We have lots of things called cultural events that are really catering to the lowest common
denominator: cotton candy and rides don’t define a culture. We need to provide venues for the
Real artists to show, dance, sing and perform in their own community.
We love Geneva.
We need a way to celebrate the young talent. There’s not enough for young people to do.
We really enjoyed the Island concerts and would enjoy more events like that.
We think Geneva does a terrific job with cultural events, aside from live theatre which is widely
available in the Fox Valley, none of the other towns do a better job.
Well, there’s a festival almost every weekend and the farmer’s market, so there’s plenty.
What happened to the Decatur Park Singers?
When are we getting a THEATER or Performing Arts Center? We need a theater space as well as a
concert hall for dance and music. The lecture hall at GHS is not what I am referring to either.
Wish you had a drum and bugle competition-it was awesome.
Would like to see more theatre in Geneva
Would like to see music in the alleys return.
Would love to see some kind of First Night celebration downtown on New Years Eve.
Writing workshops, writers having speaking events, lectures on a variety of topics.

Question 11: Renovate What Building
302 building
302 building
302 Building
302 West
302 West State
302 west third & state
302 West, court house space? Empty station on 3rd St. Store fronts.
6th St. School or combine with the library, new government center or high school.
7th St. School or 4th St. School
7th Street School or replace the library and use that building.
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A historic building would be great if not too costly
A new building would be good, then it wouldn’t have the problems of a renovated building.
A proper building when it comes on the market, if and when it is empty.
Add the center to the high school if you must.
All Post Office
Any
Any affordable building or space- preferably historic, near downtown.
Any available in central location.
Any empty large church
Any of the current business spaces not occupied on 3rd or Route 38 would be great locations and
Keep the energy in the heart of the town.
Any of the existing vacant spaces.
Anything vacant on 3rd St. or Rte. 38
As long as it’s not taxpayer money.
Bank building at third and state
Bank on 3rd & Roosevelt
Build a community hall and auditorium.
Building on State & 3rd
Burgess Norton Office Bldg- SE corner of Richards & Peyton
Campana Building
Campana building, or renovating any of the downtown historical buildings
Centron Building
Consider a community wood fired oven.
Coultrap Building- work with other governmental units.
Depending on funds and which is the best option
Doesn’t know
Doesn’t know however, use a vacant building downtown area
Doesn’t know however, downtown location is
Doesn’t know which building
Doesn’t know which building, some vacant building in downtown
Doesn’t know which building. However, utilize an existing vacant building downtown.
Doesn’t know, however, would like to see an historical downtown building renovated for this type of
endeavor
Doesn’t know, use a vacant building
Don’ know specifically
Don’t build right off the bat. Use the current library building. How about the Viking stationery spot?
Don’t know
Don’t do it
Downtown building
Existing buildings don’t seem to have the space necessary to accommodate a large facility.
Geneva hotel
Geneva Post Office
Geneva Theatre
GHS or GMSS/GMSN
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I think the community needs to use the History Center & public library for this.
I think you should use either renovated city hall or renovated Centron.
I would oppose a cultural arts facility.
I’m not sure -- one that it would be worth preserving
I’m sure there are plenty of buildings sitting empty in Geneva
If available
If library moves, use that building to facilitate a cultural arts facility
In new library
It would have been nice if the old theatre could have been used, like in St. Charles.
Kane County Court House or the Post Office
Kane County Courthouse on 3rd St. or Government Center on 31
Leave it up to the experts and the prevailing real estate market.
Library once it relocates.
Library, Post Office
Library/city hall/6th St. School
Maybe the Post Office is for sale?
Merra Lee/Hotel or Old Geneva Theatre or 6th Street School.
Mill Race Inn or any vacant building on the main drag
Mill Race or Riverwalk on Dam
Move library to 7th St. building and reuse library as a cultural arts facility
No particular building in mind.
None
Norris is underutilized.
Not sure
Not sure, but this would be my first choice.
Not sure, however it would be beneficial to keep it historic.
Old Ace Hardware
Old bank @ the corner of 3rd and State St.
Old bank building on SW corner of 38 & 3rd
Old bank building- corner of 3rd & State
Old Bank on State and 3rd streets.
Old bank, corner of 3rd & State St.
Old church or school
Old library, post office
Old Post Office, or former bank next to niche that used to house Club 222
Old school not in use in downtown Geneva.
One of the older historical buildings in downtown Geneva.
Perhaps renovate Coultrap if it would not be too expensive to do so. Otherwise, build a new facility
If funding was available.
Post office
Post Office
post office building
Post Office or 302 West bank building
Post office or 302. Somewhere downtown.
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Post Office or Old State Bank
Post Office, Viking Office, 302 West Restaurant
Post Office?
Renovate the old jail or build a new facility on Fabyan Parkway.
Rent space until we are sure the art fest will work.
Reuse existing school building
Riverwalk facility & shops
Senior center or other available building
Share History Center
Share usage with the schools.
Share with Geneva High School
Shared usage of restaurants, the history center or use vacant spaces in the library.
Something close- Post Office
Somewhere downtown
Suitable Building that’s available.
Sun time building or Campana building
That lawyer’s office on Campbell
That old whit building off State, one block east of Anderson would be good! Mill Race Inn!
The factory that is for sale downtown.
The former Centron Building or in the new Library Facility
The old courthouse.
The old movie theatre downtown
The old radio station
The Post Office
The post office.
The school auditorium at 3rd and State or the old Post Office.
The theatre or a storefront.
There are beautiful buildings in town
There are lots of empty buildings to choose from
There are many restaurants that can be partners
This is not the time to be building anything. Wait until the economy bounces back.
Unknown
Unsure due to economic condition.
Use any existing structure (big box store) that is vacant instead.
Use the library building when it moves to its new facility.
Viking
What’s available
Whatever doesn’t increase taxes
Where ever possible.
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Question 16: Final Comments
A facility is not necessary.
A lot more commercial income and activity is needed to attract and support cultural arts facility.
Third St. is looking more vacant each month. Don’t count on seniors coming on the minibus to
evening performances.
A noble effort. Using existing space would seem to be a prudent first step. Space is available for
sure.
Adamantly opposed to the generation of a cultural arts facility in Geneva. Resident feels the City of
Geneva is money hungry and all the cultural events are far too expensive.
Although I am not able to attend the cultural arts activities nor contribute financing, I’m quite sure
they are all worthwhile.
Although I can no longer participate in functions that require walking, our children return to Geneva
for events.
Although I don’t think I would us many facilities due to time constraints it would be beneficial to have
in my town for those who wish to use it.
Am concerned about tri-cities as an entity- not just Geneva. Need to support Arcadia & Norris
Cultural Arts Center.
An arts facility would be nice but it should not be done by the City. The City may help with contributions,
but that would depend on the City’s financial situation at the time.
An outdoor theatre- others are so far away.
Any concerns I have are related to any additional taxes to support a cultural arts facility. If the
private sector does it, great.
Any discussions regarding spending our tax dollars should be focused on downtown. We need a
strong vibrant place that draws people and sales taxes.
As much as I would like to attend m any of the events Geneva does, I just don’t make the time My
kids don’t usually do anything, so I don’t go, which is wrong I know.
As my children get older, I want them to experience the wonderful festivals & cultural arts that our
community has & will have to offer as I did growing up.
At my age (86), I attend nothing. In the past 3 years, I supported everything.
At this time I think the expense is not to the benefit of the community at large. Maybe in a few
years.
At this time, due to economic challenges, an arts center seems a bit unnecessary & irresponsible.
Attempting to finance a cultural arts facility with public funds would be unpopular until the economy
improves. It would be difficult to obtain private donations as well.
Basically in favor of project. However, concerned about project funding. Please inform.
Been involved with youth theater for 15 years; would have liked a suitable facility in Geneva.
Best of luck to you. It would be great to have a cultural arts facility.
Best wishes!
Better advertisement of current Geneva cultural activities. Resident was not aware of many activities
listed in question 5.
Better publication of events, watch money spent on an endeavor like this
Better publicity of existing cultural events
Better publicize some of the existing cultural events such as Shakespeare in the Park and The
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Underground Theatre. Also, resident loves all the cultural events Geneva offers, but feels parking is a
big problem with these events.
Chicago/Naperville/Schaumburg, which are close have plenty of these.
City cultural arts website is terrible for these events- many are never posted or art out of date. Cultural
arts program should continue to emphasize our great pool of local talent.
Civic planners always treat the arts as some indulgence, but it is also a great way for a community to
build a unique identity. Geneva has lagged behind other tri-city communities and needs to catch
up.
Continue your great work!!!
Cultural activities should not be supported out of taxes.
Cultural arts are nice but not necessary. Spend no taxpayers money, especially on this.
Desires more info on funding.
Did not know Geneva had a film festival. Better publicity on specific cultural events
Do not spend any taxes on this.
Does not feel Geneva needs a cultural arts facility. If one is generated, feels it should be operated
On a volunteer basis only. Please do not spend any taxpayers money on a project like this.
Don’t raise taxes or propose a referendum for this. Find alternate funding outside the taxpayers.
Don’t spend the money at this time. It is not a good time to add to our city expenses.
Due to the economy and high taxes in Geneva, I believe we should carefully consider if this is the
right time for a cultural arts facility. I don’t want to interfere with the events at the high school.
During these financially tough times, I couldn’t justify spending tax money.
Economic conditions at the current time do not warrant anymore additional taxes on average wage
earners/senior residents
Feels adding a cultural arts facility to Geneva would enhance the town and meet the needs of a
variety of residents.
Feels City doesn’t utilize a lot of its space very effectively. Resident also feels some of Geneva’s
events labeled as cultural events such as Swedish Days are not really cultural events (feels Swedish
Days = shopping event and not a good one at that)
Feels cultural arts would be better supported by expanding on what Geneva has versus creating a
special arts center.
Feels the City of Geneva would be able to balance the budget if they cut out some of these expensive
projects. Adamantly opposed to a cultural arts facility in Geneva.
Financially, it is not the time to invest $ in a cultural center.
For a city this size, I think Geneva makes a good effort as expected.
Generally in favor of Geneva adding a cultural arts facility
Geneva can’t possibly compete with many outstanding cultural attractions in Chicago and larger
suburbs, festivals, etc. are nice, but no need to establish a cultural center.
Geneva has a lot of nice events. I would start small with a cultural arts facility with room to grow.
Geneva has too many festivals. Ordinary business parking should not be disrupted that often.
Geneva is fine the way it is. It already has a stuffy somewhat “arrogant” feel. People already avoid
Geneva for that reason. Cultural center only would exasperate that perception. To lighten things up,
allow me to build a community wood fired oven in the center of town and get back to basics.
Geneva is great!
Geneva needs an ongoing artistic environment available every day, including the opportunity to
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view foreign films. I very much favor a cultural arts facility that allows artists to experiment with their
craft.
Go see the Rave Center in Crystal Lake. Imagine Centron as multistory classroom and exhibit space
with theatre building to be erected to south of Centron Building. What a grand entrance to Geneva
from the West!
Good job, keep it up!
Government funded enterprises inhibit community theatre, dance studios etc. from surviving
financially.
Great ideas. Tough time to get support.
Have a joint citizen & city group brainstorm for building. Make sure they know building.
Highlight local artists. Use State and 3rd as a home base or Mill Race Inn!!
How about the Mill Race Inn property?
I also believe that the local art galleries need support so that we can not lose these much valued
enterprises. It makes Geneva unique.
I am handicapped so I would need some special things, i.e. parking, etc.
I appreciate all that the Cultural Arts Commission does for the citizens of Geneva.
I appreciate what the city and volunteers do in the commission.
I do not think the City or the Public should be burdened with the cost of the Facility.
I don’t think Geneva needs a cultural arts facility since there are many in surrounding areas.
I donated artwork to the Geneva History Center and had a small shop and never had feedback
from residents. Geneva needs the arts vision, including performing and theatre.
I doubt that such a facility would have nearly enough support to not be a financial drag.
I enjoy Geneva’s arty downtown and prefer that it continues/ Also would like to see more interest
extended to the folk festival. The lack of Geneva’s interest is evident. Last year the city made more
effort to support them than I’ve seem in years.
I feel a huge sense of community. I love to attend the events. That’s why we live here. It’s like a
fairy tale.
I hope that some day the Cultural arts commission will be able to have their own space for shows,
etc. I hope that they will continue to work with the school district to support a future auditorium that
can be shared with the community.
I intend to open an art store featuring local artists & art for sale by the emotionally disturbed as
income.
I like the way you use alleys and front lawns for local events. Using local talent is fun. Temporarily
using buildings and outdoor spaces for events.
I love Geneva and would love to see a cultural arts center established as a way of making life here
even better.
I love the cultural activities in Geneva! Our favorite is the Island Folk Festival, but we enjoy participating
in everything we can.
I really did not realize you had a film festival & will have to keep closer eye on that.
I thanks the Cultural Arts Commission for helping keep Geneva a lovely place to live.
I think Geneva has a lot to offer, but I prefer the city.
I think our property value and quality of life would improve with a cultural arts facility as long as it
would include a Ravinia like facility as part of the plan.
I very much support your efforts. I wrote about the performing arts for many years & understand
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what art contributes to any community.
I was a member of the first cultural arts committee, but nothing ever came of it.
I was appalled at the way Batavia residents stirred up opposition to the rec center. I love our new
park facility. Geneva must be forward thinking. When I think of successful suburbs, I think of those
who sponsor cultural events.
I was appalled to learn that $5000 of the scarce money in the City budget was spent on this ill
conceived survey leading to a suggesting of a performing arts space in these economic times. I
have been a strong arts supporter and am a member of a performing arts facility.
I wonder how an arts facility would impact existing galleries.
I would like to see a better class of music at our city-wide events. Too often it’s just noise. What
happened to real culture? I would enjoy a small orchestra at the Island Park.
I would like to see a movie theatre using films in the prototype of Vickers Theatre. Quality is the key to
success. I would be a huge advocate of something that draws people to Geneva from far away.
I would like to see more outreach to seniors
I would love to see a private investor or investors use the multi-acre site of the old jail/sheriffs office on
Fabyan, but not using taxpayer dollars.
I’m 88 and have bad legs. Cannot attend most things and I don’t think now is the time to do this.
The economy is too bad.
I’m actually surprised that people would be considering this at this time! I would like to see some
restraint, and at the very least, just suggest it far into the future.
I’m against a facility.
I’m not a cultural arts person.
I’m not a fan of Swedish Days. It’s very hard to do things in town (library, Post Office) when you’re a
resident here.
I’m not against arts in Geneva. I feel a center should be privately, not publicly, funded.
I’m very happy with the few things I’ve attended and don’t feel any need to build or support a
physical plan at the city’s expense.
If a meeting room is obtained, this space should be allowed for rental or free to Geneva residents to
us as a public meeting space.
If there is $ for this, the taxpayers should be getting a rebate.
If we do have a cultural arts building, we have to take care of our young people.
If you want a cultural arts facility, let all the city workers take a 50% pay cut, give up their pensions
and take a wage freeze for the next 100 years. Then we’ll see if you want the center.
In favor of a cultural arts facility. However, concerns about funding.
In favor of possible shared usage of arts facility with St. Charles, Geneva, and Batavia
In these tough economic times, I would prefer to support higher quality programs like the Art Institute
rather than anything in Geneva.
Integration with cultural events and other Geneva events city supports would be useful
Involve high school endeavors as part of the cultural arts programs
Is not in favor of project due to high costs associated with this type of project.
Is not in favor of project if taxes will increase.
It just isn’t the best time for a facility- We have a reasonable program as it is without one.
It would be useful to better publicize the existent cultural events the City of Geneva offers.
It’s difficult enough to pay real estate taxes here; don’t try to raise taxes for this purpose. Perhaps it
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could be funded by donations.
It’s imperative, if Geneva is going to build a facility, that it complement and not compete with others
that are in our community. Water Street Studios is covering the visual arts, but no one has good fine
arts film space or a performance space.
Keep an eye on the newly formed St. Charles Arts Council & see if it is a model that would help
Geneva’s future plans.
Keep up the good work! I love Geneva.
Keep up the great work!
Likes the idea of generating a cultural arts facility in Geneva (maybe with a Sunday brunch and
theatre performance following)
Look to quality, uniqueness and get away from building monuments and castles. I’m concerned
about the rush to spend money.
Lots of competing venues- Elgin, St. Charles, Naperville
Lovely town- wonderful people- not many good restaurants and no aggregate parking for theatre!
Too far to walk from train station parking.
Monies need to go to other areas in this economy. Available arts are adequate.
More of a need for a theatre performance area, children’s theatre, and performances themselves
More publication of theatre and art activities
Multiculturalism should be promoted in Geneva so residents don’t have to go to other towns to
satisfy ethnic needs.
My extended family settled in St. Charles and Geneva from Sweden in the 1890s. I’ve lived in Geneva
all my life.
My goal is to move. No more taxes. How pathetic- people are struggling.
Need better advertising of cultural events and care with quality
No new taxes.
No tax burden is necessary at this time. Combine senior & arts.
Not able to donate money toward a cultural arts center as resident has high school and college age
children. would be in favor of this type of project if cost to residents is very low.
Not in favor of a cultural arts center if it will raise taxes
Not in favor of spending a lot of money on the project. Go with what we have,
Not in this economy.
Not sure about the cultural arts facility due to the fact they would have to have information on
funding.
Now is not a time to be spending money on cultural arts.
One of the most important aspects is to keep the majority of these events free for the public. We
don’t need to pay more to establish a separate facility- we already have a lot going.
One of the most wonderful things Geneva has to offer is that they have festivals, a history museum
and the historical accounts of the cities history, you can walk back in time. The architecture is like
eye candy and makes you feel warm with its own sense
One of us is unable to walk well, so we are not able to participate. How about sharing the really nice
community center we already have?
Only if repurpose historic or existing building
Only in favor of the cultural arts facility if the funding was available without being supported by the
residents.
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Our church is considering a building expansion and war are much more likely to support that
financially.
Our family LOVES everything about Geneva. Supporting and enhancing the arts here can do nothing
but make it even better! Congrats on all you do, C.A.C.!
Parking is a problem for those who are limited in walking.
Particularly in these economic times, we are opposed to any public financing of a cultural arts
facility.
Partner with school district- a new auditorium is desperately needed.
People have wages cut, are out of jobs and are broke.
Physical limitations inhibit any personal participation.
Pick two or three things and focus on them- drop the rest
Please provide greater parking for the cultural events as parking is severely limited in Geneva.
Support of project would depend on funding.
Please provide musical groups that people can join as part of a performing arts center. also, provide
musical activities for school age children
Please publicize many of the existing cultural events more often
Please publicize the current cultural events in Geneva more effectively.
Please supply residents with survey result information. Interested in residents’ opinions on subject vs.
mayor’s or politicians’ opinions. How will this project be funded? Is in favor of project if done with
residents’ well being is under consideration,.
Plenty of opportunities to enjoy the arts in Fox Valley & beyond already, so do not see what Geneva
could add. Skeptical it would be supported.
Promote Geneva as an art community. Attract a more diverse art display like an African American
art show or Japanese or Latin American.
Questions on funding
Questions on funding
Re the last question on where... I would trust that the Arts Commission will make a decision on location
that fits the money available. Coultrap, the Courthouse and soon-to-be vacant Burgess Norton
building at Richards and Peyton have all been mentioned i
Rent on the space for an artfest and make it pay for itself.
Rent space until the city finds out whether an arts center is economically feasible.
Resident does not feel Geneva should take on this type of project in the current economic climate.
Resident feels the City is already overextended financially, Therefore, opposed to adding a cultural
arts facility to Geneva at this time.
Resident is not in favor of adding a cultural arts facility if it will raise taxes.
Resident is opposed to facilitating a cultural arts facility in Geneva in the current economy
Resident was unaware of some of the listed Geneva cultural events in question 5. Please publicize
cultural events in Geneva more effectively.
Right now, even the children gravitate to St. Charles for theatre. Let’s give them something greater
here in Geneva. It’s something we lack.
See what other communities with successful cultural arts do have and how can we replicate it.
Seems like a waste of time and money. Have some of these in the tri-cities area, i.e. children’s
theatre, St. Charles cultural activities.
Wenior center and history center in Geneva are excellent
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Something to increase the hands on experience of the community would be great.
strong support of a cultural arts facility. feels a downtown location would be best to enhance the
community.
Surely we can make use of available spaces. We really don’t need a “state of the art” facility.
Recycle & reuse.
Taxes are high enough for Geneva citizens. Please do not add another hardship.
Thanks for encouraging the city council to support this survey. Keep up the good work!
Thanks for the opportunity for input.
Thanks you
The city needs to wake up. We’re in a deep recession and no one can be taxed anymore.
The city should not be involved and no tax $ should be used.
The city should not fund a facility.
The Norris Cultural Center is sufficient, along with Pheasant Run Theatre. Why duplicate these?
The reason I have not ventured downtown to any event has been the lack of parking and unclear
info on transportation from outlying parking. We steer clear of the area during events.
The three town should coordinate & market & support each other. Overall, I enjoy the events and
appreciate the efforts.
The Thursday evening car show in the courthouse lot is good, but the antique car show has been
admitting cars that aren’t antiques for the past few years.
There are so many cultural art facilities in Chicago and suburbs, resident does not think Geneva
needs a cultural arts facility of its own. If the city feels it is needed, make it a joint effort with other
communities.
Things are tight in the economy; Geneva needs to back off and put their wish list on hold.
Think big- Think collaborations.
Thinks it is great the city is looking into a project like this one. However, needs more information
before deciding one way or the other
Though I enjoy as many cultural events in our city as I can, I am concerned about the rising costs of
maintaining or expanding them during these tough economic times.
Times are tough & any increase in taxes for cultural activities would not receive any support.
Too much family friendly events that lack any substance (example: Swedish Days music line up)
Totally against a cultural arts facility in this economy. Prices on everything need to be lowered.
Totally in favor of adding a cultural arts facility in Geneva. Feels it would be a great enhancement
for city itself.
Use the High School Auditorium for music/drama. I have participated in music/drama in the past,
but with today’s economy, building does not make sense and would probably get a backlash.
Maybe in five years.
We absolutely love Geneva and would do anything to make it better.
We applaud what you are trying to do! Our first attempts may be rented spaces, but if possible,
future development of Settlers Hill & Forest Preserve properties could be used like Ravinia.
We appreciate all the efforts of the committee!
We appreciate you taking the time & effort to get input and put attention to this matter.
We are not a normal sample, because we spend at least 4 months away from Geneva.
We enjoy cultural activities in the tri-cities.
We enjoy the current arts programs.
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We feel fortunate to live among such an active citizenry when it comes to cultural arts.
We have a riches of cultural activities in the western suburbs and Chicago area. How much more
can we support?
We have lived her a long time and have watched empires grow. They carry a heavy tax burden.
This group appears headed in that direction. This area has more activities than one could possibly
attend in a lifetime.
We have many places in the area that perhaps Geneva could co-facilitate with.
We just moved here but look forward to the Geneva arts.
We just moved to Geneva last spring and really enjoy all the festivals and events Geneva has to
offer. Hope to be able to take more part this year!
We lived in Dublin Ohio, which had a cultural arts/recreation center, and is the same size as
Geneva.
We love Geneva & have enjoyed many activities during the year- would love the home tour, but it’s
too early in December
We love Geneva and all it has to offer and enjoy volunteering.
We love Geneva because there is so much activity. It really feels like a community with energy and
pride. We would gladly support cultural event that would enhance this atmosphere.
We love living downtown. We moved here for the many cultural activities & fairs. A living cultural arts
center (with classes, etc.) would be wonderful.
We love living here and love what we’ve seen so far.
We love the City of Geneva; would not live anywhere else. Thanks for keeping this city beautiful.
We must not incur increased spending. Governments are invoking us to reduce debt.
We need to have an independent hall/auditorium for community events and to rent space for
exhibits or wedding receptions. Having educational lectures in Geneva would also be beneficial.
We oppose another tax supported entity in the arts.
We should be trying to reduce public spending, not add to it. Geneva is pricing itself out of the
market. Just maintain what we have, which is very expensive.
We would support in any way needed.
When I was younger, I got to more cultural events. It’s too much effort today.
While I enjoy the outdoor cultural events, I am often uncomfortable at them. Weather, insects, lack
of hygienic facilities, poor or no seating, and crowd behavior are all things that keep me away. A
cultural facility will remedy the problem.
While this is a good idea, the timing is bad. Wait until the economy is better.
Why bother, no one listens. Bring shopping business into Geneva- Shakespeare Fest & folk art & Vine
best. Drop Swedish Days. In lieu of fun, could we lower bills?
Why is this the City’s responsibility?
Would love to see an art league type facility similar to the DuPage County Art League.
Would possibly be interested in a cultural arts facility project depending on funding. Also, resident
is not aware of half of the cultural events offered in Geneva. Please publicize the events more
heavily.
You should think about filling all those empty store fronts with pop up art exhibits especially during
X-mas and Swedish days. There are many local artists - why not feature them?
You want to add to our taxes for your benefit when seniors are struggling with no raise in our retirement
for two years. Thanks for your thoughtfulness.
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BATAVIA

List of Arts in Batavia, Geneva, St. Charels

Not for Profits
Albright Theatre Company
Batavia Artists Assoc.
Batavia Historical Society
Batavia Depot Assoc.
Batavia Music Buffs
Friends of the Batavia Library
Batavia Foundation for Educational Excellence
Batavia S.T.A.G.E.
Venues and Museums
Depot Museum
Ramsey Auditorium at Fermilab
Albright Theatre
Clark Park
Water Street Gallery
Batavia High School Auditorium
Fermilab Art Gallery
Batavia Library
Peggy Notebaert Nature Museum
Events
Art in Your Eye
Art & Craft Show
Shakespeare on Clark Island
Batavia Library Monthly Literary Review
Batavia Library Lyceum Lecture Series
Ramsey Auditorium Performance Series
Businesses
Indigo Photographic Inc.
Water Street Studios
Batavia Academy of Dance, Inc.
Funway Entertainment Ctr
Frugal Print Maker
Ispirare School of Music and Expressive Arts
Art by Joseph
Randall 15 Theaters
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GENEVA
Not for Profits
Geneva Historical Society
Center Stage Youth Theatre
Chester Gould Dick Tracy Museum Fdtn.
Geneva Green Market
Geneva Academic Fdtn
Friends of Fabyan
Geneva Music Boosters
Institute for Educational Partners
Kane Community Opera Inc.
Rising Star Theatreworks
Teamdance Illinois
Museums & Venues
History Center
High School Theatre
Underground Playhouse
River Park
Island Park
Fabyan Villa
Fabyan Windmill
Flavors of North America Auditorium
Fox Valley Ice Arena
Cougar Stadium
Viking Ship
Geneva Library
Campbell House
Events
Film Festival
Shakespeare in the Park
Dancing with the Geneva Stars
Steeple Walk
Geneva Arts Fair
Concours d’Elegance
Movies in the Park
First Fridays Gallery Walk
Geneva Underground Playhouse
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Folk Festival
Riverpark Events and Concerts
Festival of the Vine
Grandquist Music Competition
Businesses
Gallery 28
Proud Fox Gallery
Verve on Third
Leapin Lyrics
Morrison Gallery
Stage Fright Productions
Hinds Photography & Design, Inc.
Linda Cunningham Dance Studio
Imperial School of Music

ST. CHARLES
Not for Profits
Airline Pilots Historical Society
Center for Cultural Interchange
Chicago Brass Band Assoc. Inc.
Chicagoland Theater Company, Inc. (Noble Fool Theatricals)
Dellora A Norris Cultural Arts Center, Ltd.
Fine Line Creative Arts Ctr
Friends of the Viking Ship
Metropolitan Chicago Assoc. of Square Dancers
Pottawotamie Garden Club of St Charles
RPM Performing Students Assoc.
Prairie Star Quilters Guild, Inc.
Society for Preservation and Encouragement of Barbershop Quartet Singing in America
St Charles Art & Music Festival Inc.
St Charles Heritage Ctr
Steel Beam Theatre Company
St Charles Public Library Fdtn Inc.
St Charles Singers
Fox Valley Concert Band
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Museums & Venues
St Charles Heritage Center
Pheasant Run Resort
Park on Main Street
William Beith House
Durant House Museum
Norton Farm
Norris Cultural Arts Ctr
Steel Beam Theatre
Hotel Baker
Arcada Theater
Charlestowne 18 Movie Theaters
Pottawotamie Park & Pavilion
St Charles Library
Kane County Fairgrounds Convention and Events Center
Mount St. Marys Park
Leroy Oaks Forest Preserve
Tekakwitha Woods Nature Center
Hickory Knolls Discovery Center
Primrose Farm Museum
Events
St Charles Fine Art Show
Sculpture in the Park
Sunday Afternoon Concert Series
Lyric Opera Lectures
Art Festivals
Scarecrow Festival
Oscar Swan Murder Mysteries
Second Tuesday Book Discussion
Bloomington Gold Car Show
Businesses
Fine Line Creative Arts Center
Hotel Baker
Kane County Flea Market
Bourbon Street Gallery (Pheasant Run)
Country Garden Cuisine Cooking School
Dempsey Gallery & Kavanaugh Gallery
Johnson Statuary
La Galerie
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Stonehouse on Cedar
That Really Good Dance Store
Town House Books & Café

Near West Tri Cities Area
Garfield Farm Museum
Muirhead Farmhouse (Hampshire)
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